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**Title word cross-reference**

3 [BDP12, TDVC13]. 6 [FDE15].  
[THY+11]. N [DOTD16, MG16, EK15].

2nd [SY12].


Analysis [BCGJ11, CWR+16, DWKP16, EMF12, FSS15, GOB+12, LS16, LGL+16, LZCQ12, LZP+12, MPA13, MMDY15, NAPI14, PT12, RHD+12, YY15, YCGH12, ZDL+12, ZWL+15, GXZ+11, OY13, ZNYH11].


CZLS13, SLWW13]. Concepts [ZCWY14b].
Conceptual [HAAM12], concurrent [HLJ11]. Conference [SY12, CXW+13].
Confidence [WZH16].
Confidence-Weighted [WZH16].
Configurations [HTM15, CCG+13].
Constitutive [BBMP13]. constraint [RYS10]. constraint-based [RYS10].
Constraints [ZSL+15, MMC+13, PCC10].
Consumer [YY15, ZT11]. Content [BLL+14, CRVT12, CCC+12, EMF12, SDD+16, ZZZ+11, CCL13].
Content-Centric [ZZZ+11].
Contextual [ABG+11, SLH13].
Contextualized [SC17]. Continuous [DWKP16, LG16]. Contracts [CWCK15].
contrariam [HLT11]. Contributed [YY15].
Conveying [HNV14]. Coordinates [CDS12].
CORN [LHG11]. Corpora [CDS12, GOB+12]. Corpus [TRDD12].
Correlation [CPHL15, LHG11, SST+15].
counterinsurgency [HKO13].
Counterterrorism [SDHS15]. Counting [MZL12]. cover [MGB+11]. Coverage [WLC+16, YMC16].
Crowd-Powered [SNL+16]. crowds [FK13].
Crowdsensing [XZW+15].
Crowdsourcing [MRJ16].
Crowdsourcing-Based [MRJ16].
Crowdsourcing [CWR+16, HDPH16, KAH+16, LDTX16, RFJ16, SLR+16, BPS13, RBK+13].
CSM [JPS+16].
CUIDA [PG13].
Cultural [YZQ16, Bai10, LN10, YNS13]. Cultures [KCG+11].
Customer [PSRL12, GXZ+11].
Customized [LMW13]. Cybersecurity [GJSC16].

D [FDE15, BD12, FDE15, HYZ15, TDVC13, ZYT+15, ZSS+15, ZLT15]. Dance [KSL+15].
Data [BMTT16, DOTD16, DGZ15, FE15, FNS16, HTM15, HLL14, LWH12, LM11, LC16, LZY+16, Min16, PFS17, PCC17, SZT12, SS15, WC12, YY15, YZQ16, ZWL+15, Zhe15, ZBZX12, AAX13, BVCH13, BK11, CDK+13, KDC13, LHJ+11, LZCS11, MGB+11, PMSR11, ZTY+13, YCP+13].
Database [KAH+16]. Databases [MMDY15].
Dataset [DBDM16]. Datasets [FE15].
DClusterE [ZL12].
Dealing [WHR13].
Deanonymization [FXZ15].
Death [SDXG16].
Decay [Pai16].
Decentralized [HBK+16].
Decision [BWC15, KDC13].
Decomposition [BWC15, HBK+16, RSCOVM17].
decoupled [BBMP13].
Deep [TLW+15].
defense [BKB10].
Delays [BMTT16].
Demonstration [ZSY+12].
Dependent [WZZ+16, RCN10].
Depth [CCZ+15, ZCG15]. Depth-Based [ZCG15]. Depth-Selective [CCZ+15].
Describe [LH12]. Description [PBvL14, OY13]. Description-Driven
[PBvL14]. Descriptive [FZX15].
Descriptor [GWDJ15]. Design [HDPH16, LDTX16, MBR+14, SMGMC+15, CCG+13].
Designing [MJVL16]. Detect [YY15, MSSV11]. Detecting
[SKOM13, TY14, LMC+15]. Detection [BBM17, CCH15, KLL17, LC15, MRW+12, PBvL14, WPA+12, WLH17, ZQP+15, ZLT15, CDS13, CBP13, SSZ+13]. Detector [JYT+12]. Development [CRRH11].
Device [GWDJ15]. Diagram [SPDR15].
Difference [LCY+15]. Different
[ABB+15, GKG+11]. Differential [KLL17].
diffusion [SKOM13]. Digg [PT12]. Digital
[MLFLP14]. Dimension [XTW17].
Dimensional [PCC17]. Direct [LG16].
Directions [QCL15, CAB+13]. Dirichlet
[LZCS11, TY14]. Disasters [SJS+17].
Disclosure [ARGK15, HTM15].
Discovering [FGP11]. Discovery
[CWLZ15, LC16, Pat15, YCGH12, ZLB+16, ZMH+15, DSM+11, Edi13, LHJ+11, TZY+13]. Discrete [LC16]. Disease
[UAS15]. Diseases [UAS15]. disjuncts
[Dha11]. Display [CMR15]. Dissipative
[LLZW17]. Distance
[HJTTZ12, WHJ+11, WHC13]. Distant
[SP16]. Distinguishing [BDP12].
Distributed [MMDY15]. distribution
[ME13]. Distributional [Mar13].
Diversified [WLC+16]. Diversifying
[KSKC+15]. Diversity
[BBS+16, CWLZ15, MG16]. Document
[RHD+12, ZL12]. documents [ESNN13].
Doing [ZZZ+11]. Domain
[Min16, WHR13]. Domains [Min16]. down
c [ST13]. Drawn [JTZ+11]. Drifts
[LWH12]. drinking [BSW+13]. Driven
[PBvL14, RSCOVCM17, ZSL+15, CCL13, LHG11]. Driver [ZLT15]. Driving
dual-classifier [HLT11]. Dutch [SDD+16].
Duty [LCCT12]. Dynamic [DPC16, GJSC16, HLGW13, RSCOVCMM17, SS11, TY14, WPA+12, BNS13]. Dynamics
[GRR+15, LH12, PEK+16, Gin13].
Dystemo [SP16].


Filtering [JJ14, WSGM14, BCD+13, ERR13]. financial [Dha11]. Find [LCY+15].

Find-the-Difference [LCY+15]. Fine [WWZ+16]. Fine-Grained [WWZ+16].


Folksonomy [CUG+12, FSS15, SHB+12]. Folksonomy-Based [CUG+12]. Following [SZS+17]. Footprints [MFLP14]. Force [GRR+15]. Forecasting [AXX13, JJ15].

Foreground [CCH15]. forest [MGB+11].


Fuzzy [DJI+16, KAHI2].

Gait [WWZ+16]. Game [HB12, JD15, LCY+15, MRJ16].


Gene [UAS15]. Gene-Disease [UAS15].

Genealogy [FE15]. General [LS16, THL+15, ZWZS16].


Generation [CUG+12, DB16, SDHS15, Mar13, YSJ13].

Generic [ZDL+12]. Genetic [UAS15].

Genres [TS17]. Geo [JGL+15]. Geo-Social [JGL+15].

GeoCloud [ZWL+15]. Geographic [CRRH11, YLT13].

geographic-temporal-semantic [YLT13]. geolocating [CCL13].

Geolocation [SZC+14]. Geospatial

[SS11, SDS12, Siz12].

Geotagged [ZZC12, SS11, LCCS13].

Getting [Wid17]. Global

[ZCS+12, MGB+11]. Go [LMAP16].
governing [Sin13], GPS [ZX11], Gradient [CZJL15], Grained [WWZ+16],
Grammars [LCKY14], Granularity [HLY+14], Graph [FZX15, LS16, LCN+16],
WXLY12, SZC11, THY+11], graph-based [THY+11], Graph-Mining [LS16], Graphs
[KLL17, OOD+17, UAS15, CST13, SLWW13], Gravity [ZC15], Gravity-based [ZC15], Grid [RVRJ11], Group-Buying
BB15, Guided BB15, Home BB15, Human- Robot [HAAM12, TBK+10], Hybrid
[CCH15, SRJP12, BCD+13, HMCW15], Hypotheses [TS17],
Identification [MND14, SLR+16, WPA+12, BSW+13],
Identify [WXLY12], Identifying [BR15, SRB15, YGU15], II [HTDJ12], iid
[FNS16], Image [CHY15, DTL15, LCN+16, LLZW17, THY+11, WH11a, ZYT+15],
SZC11, WLH10, WHC13], image-to-class [WHC13], Imagery [HCTC12, RHF16],
Images [CWR+16, LC15, ZSS+15, THY+11], Imitation [HAAM12], Impact [FSS15],
implications [WCBK11], Implicit [LLZW17, MKL11], Improve [HCTC12, KCTT16, RHF16, SMGMC+15, RBK+13],
Improved [LC15, TRDD12, MD13], Improving [CDK+13, GJ13], imputation
[PG13], Incentive [LDTX16], Incentives [RFJ16], incorporating [SLWW13],
Incremental [YMC16, BCC+13], Independence [FNS16], index [DL13],
Indexing [LCM+12], Indirect [LG16], Individual [MG16, PG13, RYS10], Indoor
[FDE15, SGD13], Induction [SHB+12], Inductive [DJ1+16], Industrial
[CWR+16, WZS+15], Infer [LCCT12, WZHL14], Inference [CDGZ16, FNS16, GTM+14, ZLB+16, ME13, SZC11],
inference-based [ME13], Inferring [WCBK11], Influence [BBM17, CZP+14, Pat15, TY12, WXZ+16, ZC15],
Influence-Based [BBM17, Pat15], influencing [HKO13], Informatics
[CL15, RY13], Information [ARGK15, CRRH11, FZX15, GLJ+14],
HMCCW15, KAH12, LMC+15, Pan16, PSLB12, RK15, SR17, WLH17, CBP13,
KG11, PG13, SKOM13, WH11], Infrastructure [HDPH16, MBR+14], Input
[SDHS15], ins [JCH14], Insights [KDC13],
Insurance [NTM+16], Integrating [CBP13], Integration [YCGH12],
inintegrative [WW13], Intelligence [CC12, GST12, GCC+15, KAH+16],
Intelligent [CALK16, CL15, HJJ12, HTDJ12, IJS+16, LCM+12, LZCQ12,


Metastrategies [HDTG15]. Method [CCH15, CZJL15, EWLW11, SP16, SRJP12, RC13]. Methodologies [ZCWWY14b].

Methods [BBM17]. Metric [HHTC12, HJGTZ12, XZ12, ZCS+12, ZY12, WH13, WHJ+11]. metrics [WLG11].
microblog [CCL13]. microblogging [KN13]. microprocessor [CCG+13].

Microscopic [RXK+17]. Minimal [MJVL16]. Minimize [SLR+16].


Mobile [GWD15, LCD+16, ZWX+15, ZCX+15, BGM13a, CKS10, Edi13]. Mobility [SZS+17, YCP+13, ZYW+15].

Modal星级酒店 [WZS+16]. Modality-Dependent [WZS+16]. Mode [STZ12]. Model [CRRH11, EL14, GRR+15, HYC+16, JWJ16, LC16, LZW17, Pail6, PCC17, SRJP12, ZYS13, ZW16, CDS13, CZLS13, HLGW13, HLTL11, ME13].


Temporal-Spatial-Smooth [LLDT16].
temporally [LHC+13]. Tensors [PFS17].
Term [CUG+12, CDS13, SLWW13].
term-suggestion [SLWW13]. TerraFly
[ZWL+15]. testbed [EvdHW13]. Tests
[FNS16, BCC+13]. Text [CDS12, GOB+12,
LZCQ12, LZP+12, RHD+12, SDD+16,
TRH12, ZWXZ12, HCB13]. Texts
[KXZG15]. Textual [NAPI14]. Texture
[DTL15]. TextWheel [CQZ+12]. Theory
[Gin13, JCH14, LMAP16, MRJ16].
Thermal [GRR15, HLGW13].
Ticket [GG15]. Time
[ABG+11, BB15, HLL14, RSCOVCM17,
TLW+15, WC12, ZLT15, BKB10].
Time-Sensitive [HLL14]. Timing [GG15].
TIST [CL15, LN10, Yan10, ZLB+16].
Tomographic [CWR+16]. Tools [SPDR15].
Top [DOTD16, EK15, MG16]. Top-
[Ek15, DOTD16, MG16]. Topic
[GOB+12, HYC+16, LZP+12, PEK+16,
WZS+15, YMC16, YCGH12, CDS13, FGP11,
HLGW13]. Topic-Aware [PEK+16].
Topic-Based [LZP+12]. TopicNets
[GOB+12]. Topological [WLH17]. Tourists
[MNSB15, ZNWC14]. Tournaments [VS11].
Traces [ZQP+15, HY11, ZX11]. Tracking
[HRCT16, SSZ+13, ZYS12, LHS+13,
SZC+13, TLWZ11]. Tractable [KK13].
trading [HLT11]. Traditional [SPDR15].
Traffic
[ABTS15, GLJ+14, MFLP14, RXK+17].
Training [KSL+15]. Trajectories
[MJVL16, YCP+13, YLT13]. Trajectory
[Zhe15, TZY+13, TLWZ11, WPL13].
Transductive [EMF12]. Transfer
[DDJ+16, FCY15, Z12, DSM+11].
translation [MD13, Mar13, RBK+13].
Travel [TLC+14, ZCZC12, WPL13, ZX11].
traveling [TZY+13]. Treatment
[LG16, KDC13]. Treatments [ABB+15].
tree [DL13]. Trees [BFHP12]. trial
[LKD13]. Truncated [SDXG16]. Trust
[OSM+13, BNS13, FS13, ZC13]. trusting
[FPVC13]. Truth [RFJ16, Y14]. TSK
[DDJ+16]. tutoring [FKSS13, LLWC13].
Tweets [SP16, LWZZ13, SWZ+13].
Twitter [AAX13, CDK+13, KN13,
LMD+15, MND14, PT12]. Two [LWWL11].
Two-Word [LWWL11].
EMF12, FC15, HLT11, LLZW17, MZL12, MRW+12, WXLY12, WZHL14, ZNWC14]. Video [EMF12, FZ16, LLDT16, SRJP12, XTW17, TLWZ11]. Video-Based [XTW17].


Walk [YKTL14, CLSL13]. walks [CST13]. Warping [LLDT16, RSCOVCM17].

Watch [CQZ+12]. web [THY+11, ABG+11, BLL+14, BBGG13, CDLV13, CCL15, CZLS13, ESNN13, GST12, HDPH16, JPL13, LC12, LH12, MOC+11, SZC+14, TRDD12, ZWXZ12, ZZZ+11].


workload [BCC+13]. World [FSS15]. worlds [Bai10, TBK+10].

York [JCH14].
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